


Your Logo

Your design  

collar

Your sponsor

Your design 

cuffs

Your Team

Your design Add logos

ATHLEISURE &  
SPORTSWEAR



10

MOQ

Personalised with the Individual names 
and numbers of him and her. Men and 
women sizes available up to 4XL!

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

Include shorts and  

create a full kit!

You design it.
We print it.
As many logos 
as you want in as 
many positions.

Your Number

With the individual 
names and numbers 

of your team.

Your Name

Men & Women sizes

Individual names & numbers

Full colour printing
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10

MOQ

SG1004 

Promotional sublimation crew 
neck jersey made of 145gsm 
polyester or mesh fabric. Choose 
to have mesh fabric on the back 
only, enhancing the breathability. 

SG1005 

Promotional sublimation V neck 
jersey made of 145gsm polyester or 
mesh fabric . Choose to have mesh 
fabric on the back only, enhancing 
the breathability. 

Promotional sports garments made of polyester. 
Create your own design and personalise it for each 

player! Add shorts to create your own custom kit!

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

PERSONALISED
SPORTS GARMENTS

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!
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10

MOQ

SG1006 

Premium crew neck jersey available in extra 
strong 150gsm interlock polyester or mesh 
fabric. Or mix and play with both fabrics! 

SG1007 

Premium V neck jersey available in extra 
strong 150gsm interlock polyester or mesh 
fabric. Or mix and play with both fabrics! 

These quality fabric garments are sublimated using 
high end printing machines and inks reproducing 
the most vivid colours and smallest details. 

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

PREMIUM QUALITY  
SPORTS GARMENTS

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!
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10

MOQ

SG1009 

Promotional 145gsm mesh 
fabric basketball jersey 
with V-neck. 

SG1008 

Promotional 145gsm mesh 
fabric basketball jersey 
with crew neck. 

Promotional sublimation basketball garments 
made of breathable mesh polyester.  
Add shorts to create your own custom kit!

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

PERSONALISED  
BASKETBALL GARMENTS

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!
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10

MOQ

SG1010 

Premium basketball jersey 
with crew neck in 150 or 
180gsm mesh fabric. 

SG1011 

Premium 170gsm mesh 
fabric basketball jersey 
with slightly elastic cu�s 
and V-neck. 

Choose these premium styles with 
quality fabrics and the finest logo 
details printed in vivid colours.

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

PREMIUM QUALITY  
BASKETBALL GARMENTS

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!

Include shorts and  
create a full kit!
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10

MOQ

These breathable lightweight 
polyester garments ensure great 
visibility of your company and 
sponsors on any outdoor event. 
Personalise the designs for  
him and her!

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

RUNNING &  
SPONSOR EVENTS

SG1017 

Promotional sports bib and vest in 120gsm mesh 
polyester with elastic side straps. Unisex sizes! 

SG1014 

Promotional polyester sublimation sports tank top. Choose 
between 140gsm polyester or 100gsm chequered fabric. 
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SG1015 

Promotional sublimation running shirt. 
Choose between 140gsm polyester or 
100gsm chequered fabric. 

Allover printed front and 
back. Design your own 
wished patterns and logo 
designs with unlimited  
colour options. 

Include shorts 
and create a 

full kit!

Include your 
design medals!

MM1036 > 213
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10

MOQ

With these sublimated T-shirts and Polos you can 
create any wished design with as many logo�s and 
colours you want! All available in men and women 
sizes and with individual name/number printing!

Delivery time from 4 weeks.

SUBLIMATED 
ATHLEISURE GARMENTS

SG1001 

Promotional sublimation crew neck T-shirt  
made of breathable 145gsm mesh polyester with 

all over print to the front, back and sleeves. 

SG1013 

Premium Athleisure sublimation polo  
with printed collar and cu�s. Available  
in 150gsm polyester or mesh fabric. 

SG1003 

Crew neck T-shirt made of 140 or 170gsm  
cotton feel polyester. Design your own  
preferred patterns and logo designs  

with unlimited colour options. 
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50

MOQ

SG1012 

Premium athleisure sublimation polo with dyed 
collar and cu�s. Available in 150gsm polyester 
and 180gsm mesh fabric. 

The lightweight and breathable polyester 
polos ensures quick drying, making it 
besides daily use also suitable for sports 
activities or outdoor adventures.
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11

100

MOQ

CUSTOM MADE CLOTHING  
POWERED BY SOL�S

SOL’S and yourChoice have

teamed up, creating a collection

of clothing, designed for full

customisation. This range of

custom made essentials allows 

you to be creative and fully

express your brand and message!

SOL’S is an iconic brand created 

in 1991. Inclusive and timeless it 

proposes the key classics now 

also with the most popular custom 

made options. Mix and play with 

dozens of prede�ned colours or 

have the fabric and accessories 

matched in the colour of your 

logo. The fabrics are printed 

before sewing, making it possible 

to print your design across the 

entire surface; maximizing the 

space for your message.

Delivery time from 6 weeks

Men & 

women sizes

Matching or 

contrast collar

Mix colours

Button colours



Mix and play with up  
to 60 colours or have  
the fabric PMS matched 
to your logo.

Print until the edge

Full customization

Men & Women sizes

Mix & match 

colours

In- & outside 

hoodie colours

Your colour 

zipper
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100

MOQ

500

MOQ

Mix and play with 60 predefined colours or have the  
fabric produced in the colour of your choice. The fabric  
is printed before sewing, making it possible to print  
your design across the entire surface. No limits!

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

Inspired by SOL’S

CG1001 

Made from 100% combed cotton, 
single jersey in ca. 155gsm. 
Inspired by the SOL’S REGENT. 

CG1101 

Made from 100% combed cotton, 
single jersey in ca. 155gsm. With 
your choice contrast colour cu�s 
and collar. 

Mix and play with 60 coloursMen & Women
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100

MOQ

Printed all over in as many colours and with as many 
logos you want. No limits! These Tshirts are the 
ultimate styles for your in- and outdoor events!

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

CG1002 

Made of 145gsm polyester with a 
cotton feel, sublimated allover with 
your unique full colour design. 

CG1003 

Unisex T-shirt with your allover 
sublimated and full colour design. 
Made from 95% polyester and 5% 
elastane. 
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100

MOQ

500

MOQ

Changing just a few details can be all that you 
need to create a Polo that fully matches your 
brand. Match and play with the colours of the 
fabric, collar, cuffs and buttons and add your 
embroidered and printed logos.

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

CUSTOM MADE POLO�S

Inspired by SOL’S

Printing Embroidery

Woven patch Sublimation patch

Neck tape Neck print

Logo zipper puller Men & Women sizes

Fabric

Your logo

Collar colours
Mix & play with 

colours

Mix and play with 40 coloursMen & Women
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CG1004 

Made from 100% combed 
cotton pique in ca. 190gsm. 
Rib 1X1 collar and cu�s. 

CG1006 

Made from 100% combed 
cotton pique in ca. 190gsm with 
contrast piping. Rib 1X1 collar 
and cu�s. 
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100

MOQ

500

MOQ

MULTI COLOUR POLOS

CG1009 

Made from 100% combed cotton pique in 
ca.190gsm. Rib 1X1 collar and cu�s. 

CG1007 

Made from 100% combed cotton pique in ca. 
190gsm. Rib 1X1 collar and self fabric cu�s. 

CG1010 

Made from 100% combed cotton pique in 
ca.190gsm. Rib 1X1 collar and cu�s. 

CG1008 

Made from 100% combed cotton pique in ca. 
190gsm. Rib 1X1 collar and self fabric cu�s. 

These polos give even more options to create 
the style that best matches your brand! Mix and play with 40 coloursMen & Women
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SUBLIMATED POLOS

CG1011 

Made from white 95% polyester 
and 5% elastane fabric in ca. 
180gsm. Self fabric printed collar 
and cu�s. 

CG1005 

Made from 95% combed cotton 
and 5% elastane pique in 
ca.170gsm. Rib 1X1 collar and cu�s. 

Mix and play with 60 colours.  

Create a design with as many logo�s and colours you want.  
The polyester fabric ensures quick drying, making it besides  
daily use also suitable for sports activities or outdoor adventures.
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100

MOQ

150

MOQ

From just 100pcs you can create your own style and  
have the fabric matched in your company colours. 
Personalise accessories such as zippers, the pullers  
and cords and use the full surface for your branding.

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

CUSTOM MADE  
HOODIES

Mix and play with 60 colours Inspired by SOL’S

CG1012 

Unisex hoodie with kangaroo 
pocket. Made from ca. 320gsm 60% 
cotton/40% polyester. Modern �t, 
inspired by SOL’S SNAKE. 

Mix & play  
with colours

In- & outside  
colours

Unisex
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CG1013 

Zippered unisex hoodie with 2 
kangaroo pockets. Made from 
ca.320gsm 60% cotton/40% 
polyester.Inspired by SOL’S STONE. 

CG1014 

Zippered multi-colour and unisex 
hoodie with 2 kangaroo pockets. 
Made from ca. 320gsm 60% 
cotton/40% polyester. Inspired by 
SOL’S STONE. 
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CG1015 

Sublimated hoodie made from 
95% polyester and 5% elastane 
in ca. 300gsm. 
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500

MOQ

CG1018

CG1017CG1016

100

MOQ

150

MOQ

100

MOQ

150

MOQ

100

MOQ

CUSTOM MADE JACKETS
Keep your employees and customers warm 
in a jacket of your choice and in your design!

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

CG1018 

Zipped �eece jacket. Made from 
100% polyester anti-pilling, 280 gsm. 
Available in men and women sizes. 
Inspired by SOL’S NORTH. 

Mix and play with 40 colours.  

CG1016 

Unisex round-neck sweatshirt with rib-
knitted cu�s, collar and bottom. Made from 
ca. 320gsm 60% cotton/40% polyester. 
Inspired by SOL’S SPIDER. 

Mix and play with 60 colours.  

CG1017 

Unisex sweatshirt with 1/4 zipper. Made 
from ca. 320gsm 60% cotton/40% 
polyester. Inspired by SOL’S STAN. 

Mix and play with 60 colours.

Inspired by SOL’S
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CG1019 

Lightweight bodywarmer made of 
100% polyester. Available in men 
and women sizes. Inspired by SOL’S 
STREAM. Produced in 1 colour or 2 
colours of your choice. 

Mix and play with 20 colours 

Inspired by SOL’S
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100

MOQ

CUSTOM MADE  
CHRISTMAS JUMPERS!
Who designs the ugliest company 
Christmas jumper?

Delivery time from 6 weeks.

Mix and play with 50 coloursUnisex

CG1020 

Custom made knitted Christmas 
jumper made of 100% acrylic.  
Up to 5 colours! 

The ugliest!Pretty ugly Uglier
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